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III.P1i/1001111 01111/ 11,0011911/10.111 
110111 	A14 1/111P11. 1'l1111 I,nuu11 r n n,Irlrll.d 	 at Ills neon rims  14111 1110g( 1011, Awl ma  .4 be Wliebtegi.III, P.U., Metropolitan Police I hpartinent. 'Fliests fecilities were conveniently located to the National Archives and the select winnable's aims!  and were made available by I iee Chief Maurice J. Cullinane and Firearms Section Supervisor George It. Wilson. 
(al) The panel members met initially on August 24, 1977, with the V0111111 1 1 111 mill the teelinicel assistant from the Metropolitan Police Depart toent's Firt1111124 Laboratory. At that time, the following examination procedures were adopted: 
(62) Each panel member would independently examine and com-pare under a microscope the bullet recovered from Dr. King, the cartridge case found in the rifle, the bullets and cartridges test-fired by the panel (see below) and the bullets and cartridge cases received from the FBI and listed as having been fired in the rifle. (113) The panel would jointly conduct microscopical chemical and visual examinations of all other evidence, as well as o the rifle, bul-lets and cartridges test-fired in it (see below). Each examiner would keep individual worksheets and notes. (54) Among the specific tests to be conducted were: (55) Comparison of the bullets test-fired by the panel from the rifle (see below), end with bullets received from the FBI and listed as hav-ing been fired from the rifle. 

(56) Comparison of time cartridge case found in the rifle with car-tridge eases lest-fired by the panel in the rifle, and with cartridge cases received from the FBI mind hated as having been fired in the rifle. (57) Comparison of time exterior of the rifle with an impression in the surface of the windowsill. 
(58) Before discussing his findings with other panel members, each examiner would submit. his individual notes and worksheets and a final report ta the technical assistant. 
(59) On completion of the individual examinations, the panel would meet to discus the findings of each member, reexamine the evidence as necessary, and then prepare a final, joint report, to be submitted to the select corm uitte. 
(no) Members wpolil not be shown the results of the earlier FBI tests. The FBI reports were, however, to be reviewed by the technical assistant. 
(61) After considering the results of the FBI's neutron activation analysis, the committee decided not to conduct further examina-tions of this type. Because the elemental com • • of the five Peters .artridge box vommerciat -1 w car ric •411.1.( ere t ey 1o1 	not be IINC4. aa. . 	1 ellr:1 of comp ltoi 	r to u 5recovered from Dr. Kings' body. 
(62) As noted, the panel was to conduct visual and microscopical examinations, as necessary, on each item of evidence. A summary of general principles follows: 
(63) A cartridge, or round of ammunition, consists of a cartridge case, primer, powder, and bullet. The printer contains a. detonable mixture and fits into the base of the cartridge case, which contains powder. The bullet, constructed of lead or a lead core encased in a 
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Itnot. A email bit of material hail liven cut from the rear of the neck band and two small hits from.the inside lining. ( P27) Visual mid miernseopienl exemination sit vwded no unburned sir partially bunted gimpowiler paw isles in the severed nreu. The Greets lest for nitrites was retied ive. The sodium rhodizonato test for held was posit i ve on the light-colored strand of lining protruding from Ilan severell rsIgv of the tie. (128) The Q78 suit coat was visually, microscopically and chemically examined (lig. 9). It had been eut on the right sleeve and across the right chest. Small bits of material had been cut from the right tipper sleeve area and I he inner lining. The coat was extensively bloodstained. The upper right inlet I area shows n series of irregular, Isar-like holes in the miter foyer of eloth. No penetration of the interfacing of the NH wan noted. 
(129) Visual 11,01 microseepienl examination revealed no unburned or part hilly burned gunpowder panicles. The Grim test for nitrites was negative. Sodium rhodizonide testing revealed several areas with lead poi icles ttrtaind I he thunngtel right lapel area. (130) Based on the visual, microscopical and chemical examinations of the nothing, the examination of the autopsy photographs of Dr. King, end considering the relative position of the garmeuts when worn in the usual manner, the panel concluded that all damage to the Q76 shirt, Q77 neeki ie and Q78 jacket. was consistent. with the damage that would be eauste I by it high velocity bullet which fragmented on impact, and by the resultant tiecondary missiles such as bone and teeth frag-ments. The absolve of gunpowder residues indicates that a firearm was not discharged in close proximity to the garments. Summary of the findings 

(131) Every effort was mule by the firearms panel to identify or elintinete Ilse Q94 bullet as having been fired front the Q2 rifle. The pilled conducted numerous microscopical costs purl sans among bullets lest-fired front the Q2 rifle by the panel and by the. FBI. Not only rould the Q94 bullet not. be  identified or eliminated through compari-sone with test-fired bullets, but the test-fired bullets could not, in a ma-jority of eases, be identified with one another, although they are known to have been fired from the same rifle. (132) The panel found that the Q2 rifle, when the type of high veloc-ity ammunition that was recovered in this case was used, did not pro-deco similar individual ideritifying characteristics with any degree of consistency on bullets fired through it. Because of this situation, the panel could not identify or eliminate the Q64 bullet as having been fired from the Q2 rifle. (133) The panel was able to determine, based on visual and micro-scopical examination, that the Q64 bullet is of the same type as the bullet portions of the Q4—Q8 cartridges. Thus, Q64 is the deformed bullet portion of to commercial-type .30-06 Springfield caliber car-tridge of Remington-Peters manufacture and is unlike the bullet por-tions of the QU--(1,12 Remington Arms cartridges, which are military-type. 
(134) The panel determined that the Q8 cartridge case was fired in the Q2 rifle and had most probably been loaded into that rifle through the magazine rather than directly into the chamber. Further, the Q4— 

Q12 cartridges peewee loaded into the magnzii The Q9—Q12 cartridges been loaded into disinte1 
round clip for the MI G (185) The panel finds the Q4—Q8 cartridges a would normally be cony There is, however, no int cartridge case and the Q in the same box as the Q4 (188) Spectrographic of the Q84 bullet and tilt dueled for purposes of cause of variation among (187) The panel found the Q77 necktie and the Q by a high-velocity bullet secondary missiles such as revealed particles of lead ing, but no gunpowder res 

(188) The panel found pression area of the Q71 eliminate the Q2 rifle as h the presence of lead was were negated by the lead-b analysis for the presence negative results. The panel the possibility that a rifle windowsill. 
(139) The results of the Q76—Q78 clothing and the I those of the FBI. There is, performed any chemical ant 
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atronger metal jeeket, fits into the mouth of the cartridge case. A 

bullet. is limit hy placing the ea rtridge in the chamber of dm firearm. 

The clot ridge base rests against it solid support, called a breech or 

bolt fare. When the t rigger is pulled, the firing pin tit likes the primer, 

igniting the delounble mixture, which in torn ignites the powder in 

the earl tit Ige ease. The Polnbusi ion propels the bullet tlirough the 

let rrel. 
(441) The bore (inside of the barrel) of modem firearms is rifled 

will, spiral grooves in it to give bullets fired flirt:Agit it a spinning 

motion for Ilight stability. The raised port itms between the grooves 

are veiled lands. The !mother, width and direction of twist of the lands 

and grooves are milled the clam characteristics of a barrel. 

05) ln addit ion to (lie class eltaracterist ics, lite components of every 

firearm, slid! as 	 and breech face, bear distinctive 

microscopie characteristics. While the class characteristics are com-

mon to all firearms of a given model and manufacture, an individual 

firearm's microseopic characteristics differ from all other firearms, re-

gardless of nodal or maim feet tire. These distinctive markings, usually 

referred to as individual identifying characteristics, are produced 

by the manufacturing tools, which change microscopically 

during operation and vary from one firearm to another. Further in-

dividuel identifying characteristics may be produced as the firearm 

is used, during its disuse, and as a consequence of maintenance or the 

lack of it. 
(fits) When a firearm is discharged, the individual identifying 

characteristics of its barrel, us well as its class characteristics, are en-

graved on the bearing surface of the bullet. The individual identifyi 

characteristics of the liringpin and breech or bolt face are impressed  

on the base or primer of the cartridge case at the time of firing. 

(87) Using a comparison miscroscope, an expert can compare the 

markings with those produced on a similar cartridge test-fired in the 

same firearm. if the patterns of the microscopic markings are suffi-

ciently similar, it can be concluded that both cartridge cases were fired 

in the same firearm. 
(ON Microscopical examination of other firearm components and 

ties markings they produce may also demonstrate such things as 

whether a cartridge was ever loaded into a particular firearm or was 

loaded into a firearm more than once. It is also possible, through com-

parative miscroseopical examinations, to determine whether two 

bullets were fired fronktiewsame firearm. 

(69) Time committee obtained the firearms evidence from the 

Criminal Court of Shelby County, Tenn., on March 11, 1977; the au-

topsy photographs came from the office of the Shelby County medical 

examiner. All items of evidence were inventoried before and after 

being transferred to and from the police laboratory in Washington in 

August and September. Deputy Clerk of the Criminal Court of Shelby 

County, Charles Koster, came to Washington on August 24, 1977, to 

oversee the transfer of the firearms evidence to the police laboratory 

and to review security precautions generally. The evidence was se-

cured in a safe in the laboratory; a log was maintained to record when 

the evidence was removed for examination. 

(70) The bullets and cartridge cases testifire&I2v thLFBI frojp  the 

rifle were obtained for the committee from "Special—AIM Uorte 
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Were any of the (14-41/# cartrhiges ever loaded into the ehamber or yozine of lhot 	rifle or any other firearm? 
((18) Visitel end microscopical examination of the cartridges by the 
panel revealed no l`xtrutor, ejector or other marks to indicate that 
they were ever heaths! in the magazine or chamber of the Q2 rifle 
01' arty III her  
1119) The pow] did find marks within the eat rector grooves of the 
Q4--Q8 cartridges similar to dime made by an inertia-type bullet 
puller. liceause the cartridges were originally recovered intact, the panel tumefied 1 hat the 	laboratory had taken the cartridges apart for its moue i entione. 
(120) The panel found 	eeriee of markt' and striations in the ex- tractor grooves, on the sides and across the bases of the Q9--Q12 car-tridges that differed significantly from the marks and striations that 
the Q2 rifle leaves. The panel concluded that these cartridges once were 
part of a disintegrating maelfinegon link belt or were contained in an 
eight-round clip of the type used with the Garand Ml rifle. (See 
lig. 18.) 

Did the QS rifle cause the indentation on the surface of the Q71 
windowsill? 

(121) The windowsill board was examined visually, microscopically end chemically. The sodium rhodizonate test for lead, conducted at a 
point on Q71 removed from the impression area, was positive, indi-
cating possible contamimition from lead in the paint. The Griess test foe nitrites from gunpowder residues yielded negative results. The 
panel decided that nothing of significant value would be obtained by further test Mg. 
122) Evidence of class characteristics (size and form) which could 

imliente the type of object making the indentation were likewise not found. 
(123) The panel concluded that class and other characteristics were 
insufficient either for identifying or eliminating the Q2 rifle with re-
spect to the identation. (See figs. 6A and 6B.) 
Was the damage to Dr. King's Q76 shirt, Q77 necktie and Q78 suit coat 

produced by a bullet., bullet fragments or something else? 
(124) The Q76 shirt was visually, microscopically and chemically 
examined (figs. 7A and 713). It has been cut across the left and right 
front and on both steams. A small rectangular bit of material had been 
removed from the back collar area, as well as two small rectangular 
bits of material from the left cuff area. The collar button and part of the right collar stay were-missing. The shirt was extensively blood-stained. 
(125) The shirt had a large, elongated hole of irregular shape in the right point area of the collar, extending below, the collar line. Visual 
such microscopical examination revealed no partially burned or un-
burned gunpowder in this area. The Griess Lest for nitrites indicated 
no gunpowder residue. The sodium rhodizonate test. for lead showed lead particles at the perimeter of the hole in the right collar area. 
(126) The Q77 tie was visually, microscopically and chemically ex-amined (fig. 8). It was completely severed next to the right side of the 
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knot. A small hit of m11146'11 hell been cut front the rear of the neck 
hand and I W11511101 bits from.the inside 
(127) Visitel and microscopical examination revealed no unburned 

purl hilly leiruct gunpowder particles in the severed area. The 
riess test fur nitrites was negative. The NOditnn rhodizonate test for 

lend was visit ive on the light-colored strand of lining protruding from 
(he severisl islo of the tie. 
(128) The Q78 suit mit was vismi Hy, microscopically end chemically 
examined (fig. 9). It had been ent on the right sleeve mid across the 
right. chest,. Small bits of nulled:0 had been cut from the right upper 
sleeve area and the inner lining. The coat was extensively bloodstained. 
The upper right. lapel area shows II series of irregular, tenr-like holes 
in IIn outer laver of cloth. Ni penetration of the interfacing of the 
lapel wtis nnleal. 
( 129) VISMILI 11.1111 I ifIrOWIPpil•fil examination revealed no unburned or 
liar( hilly leirneil guilitowder particles. The Grimm test, for nitrites was 
negative. Sodium rhoilizonale testing revealed several areas with lead 
particles around the damaged right lapel area. 
(130) Based on the visual, microscopical and chemical examinations 
of the viol laing, the extiminntion of the autopsy photographs of Dr. 
King, mei considering the relative position of the garments when worn 
in the !usual manner, the panel concluded that all damage to the Q76 
shirt, Q77 meld ie and Q79 jacket was consistent with the demise that 
would be reused by a high velovitylnillet which fragmented on impact, 
and by the resultant secondary missiles such Itfi bone and teeth frag-
ments. The ithsetire of gunpowder residues indicates Unit a firearm was 
not discharged in close proximity to the garments. 
Aimmory of the puling; 
(131) Every effort. was made by the firearms panel to identify or 
eliminate I he Q14 bullet as having been fired from the Q2 rifle. The 
puled emillueted numerals microscopical comparisons among bullets 
lest-fired from I he Q2 rifle by the panel and by the FBI. Not only 
could I he Q64 bullet not be identified or eliminated through compari-
sons with lest-fired bullets, but the test-fired bullets could not, in a ma-
jority of VIM'S, he identified with one another, although they are known 
to have been fired from the same rifle. 
(132) The panel found that the Q2 rifle, when the type of high veloc-
ity ammunition that was recovered in this case was used, did not pro-
duce similar individual identifying characteristics with any degree of 
consistency on bullets fired through it.. Because of this situation, the panel could not identify or eliminate the Q64 bullet as having been 
fired from the Q2 rifle. 
(133) The panel was able to determine, based on visual and micro-
scopical examination, that the Q04 bullet is of the same type as the 
bullet portions of the Q4-Q8 cartridges. Thus, Q64 is the deformed 
bullet portion of a commercial-type .30-06 Springfield caliber car-
tridge of liemington-Peters manufacture and is unlike the bullet por-
tions of the Q9-Q12 Remington Arms cartridges, which are military-
type. 
(134) The panel determined that the Q3 cartridge case was fired in 
the Q2 rifle and had most probably been loaded into that rifle through 
the magazine rather than directly into the chamber. Further, the Q4- 


